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NVIDIA GRID makes true GPU virtualization (aka vGPU) possible,
and XenServer 6.2 Service Pack 1 is the first hypervisor to support
this capability. It extends high-performance GPU sharing
capabilities beyond Windows Server (RDS) workloads that have
long been supported by Citrix.
Hardware-accelerated GPU sharing for desktop addresses the demand for virtualized design
engineering workstations in industries such as manufacturing, construction, healthcare, mining,
and so on where CAD, CAM, GIS, and 3D rendering is heavily used.
This guide walks through the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obtaining the necessary software and hardware components
Installing NVIDIA GRID in server, and configure vGPU in XenServer®
Creating vGPU-enabled Windows desktop machines in Citrix® Studio
Delivering GPU-accelerated virtual desktops (VDI) using XenDesktop® 7.6
Accessing GPU-accelerated virtual desktops (VDI) from Citrix Receiver™ on any device
Verifying that 3D applications on multiple desktops share the same physical GPU

Intermediate to advanced knowledge of Citrix and NVIDIA 3D technologies is recommended to
complete these steps. It is assumed that the reader has good knowledge of networking,
virtualization, server hardware and Windows administration. Please see the resources section for
more information.
What is XenServer vGPU?
The graphical processing unit (GPU) that traditionally occupied a single circuit board, has evolved
into a chipset with NVIDIA’s GRID series boards. Each of the GRID boards contains two or more
GPU, with independent frame buffers and processors. The NVIDIA GRID manager software driver
further virtualizes each GPU to handle commands from more than one virtual machine (VM).
NVIDIA GRID cards used with a compatible hypervisor (only Citrix XenServer, at the time of writing)
enable multiple virtual machines to directly access the graphics processor and frame buffer of a
single physical GPU. Under the control of NVIDIA GRID vGPU Manager, which runs in the XenServer
Control Domain (dom0), compatible physical GPUs (pGPUs) are capable of supporting multiple
vGPU devices that can be assigned directly to VMs. Guest VMs use GRID vGPU in the same manner
as a physical GPU that has been passed through by the hypervisor: an NVIDIA driver loaded in the
guest VM provides direct access to the GPU for performance-critical fast paths and a
paravirtualized interface to the GRID vGPU Manager. vGPU sharing uses the same NVIDIA graphics
drivers that are deployed on non-virtualized operating systems.
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You can use hardware-accelerated vGPU access for Windows desktop VDI workloads, making it
suitable for users with complex and demanding design requirements. Note that full hardware
GPU virtualization of NVIDIA GRID provided by XenServer is not the same as software implementation of GPU virtualization developed by VMware, known as vSGA. Due to the nature of
uncertified graphics drivers not provided by the hardware vendor (they’re written by VMware),
software GPU virtualization (aka vSGA) is not comparable in features and performance to
XenSever vGPU. VMware has announced its intention to build vGPU support in vSphere, and a
release is expected in 2015.

Figure 1. Direct graphics interface between the physical GRID GPU and XenServer virtual machines (VMs)

Where to download the necessary components?
All the software required to enable vGPU technology is available on http://www.citrix.com/go/
vGPU. Sign in using your Citrix account or sign up for a free account to access the trial software.
Review the release notes and known issues for NVIDIA GRID vGPU before proceeding with
installation.
Component

Build

Location

NVIDIA certified server hardware

Hardware

GRID-enabled Servers

NVIDIA GRID K1 or K2

Hardware

Thin clients or laptops

Hardware
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Microsoft Windows (desktop OS)

See the NVIDIA GRID drivers
page for up-to-date OS and
Codec version support

http://www.nvidia.com/drivers

Citrix XenServer 6.2

Service Pack 1; free

http://www.citrix.com/go/vgpu

Citrix XenDesktop 7.6

90-day free trial available

http://www.citrix.com/tryxendesktop

NVIDIA GRID vGPU package for XenServer

See the NVIDIA GRID drivers page
for up-to-date driver version, OS
and Codec version support

http://www.nvidia.com/vGPU

An important note about GRID vGPU types
Before we begin this review, it is important to understand the meaning of different vGPU types
and the role of vGPU in the GPU virtualization architecture. NVIDIA GRID K1 and K2 cards contain
multiple GPUs on board. Each pGPU can host several different types of vGPU. These vGPU types
are preset profiles with a fixed amount of frame buffer, a fixed number of supported display heads
and maximum resolutions and a fixed number of CUDA cores designed for different classes of
workload. The usage pattern ranges from knowledge workers with business graphic needs all the
way to high-performance designers and visual computing engineers who demand a
workstation-like experience from the virtual workspace.

Graphics
Board

NVIDIA
GRID

NVIDIA
GRID K1

Graphics
Memory
per vGPU

Max
vGPUs per
pGPU

Application
Certifications

Virtual
GPU
Profile

•

Pass-through

4 GB

Ultra High-End

1

2

•

GRID K26OQ

2 GB

High End

2

4

•

GRID K24OQ

1 GB

High End

4

8

•

GRID K22OQ

512 MB

Medium Range

8

16

GRID K200

256 MB

Business Graphics

8

16

•

Pass-through

4 GB

High End

1

4

•

GRID K14OQ

1 GB

Medium Range

4

16

•

GRID K12OQ

512 MB

Medium Range

8

32

GRID K100

256 MB

Business Graphics

8

32

Compute
Requirement

Max Users
per Board

Figure 2 vGPU Types and Use-Cases

Recommended vGPU types for Citrix HDX 3D Pro
To run a successful evaluation of the high-end virtual design engineering solution, please select
virtual GPU profiles ending in Q. The vGPU profiles ending in Q undergo the same rigorous
application certification process as NVIDIA Quadro workstation-class processors. For a list of
certified applications, download NVIDIA GRID Remote Workstation Certifications. The GRID K100
and K200 GPU profiles are designed for the lighter graphics workloads associated with business
applications that knowledge workers and power users use most of the time. These include using
Windows 7 with Aero enabled, viewing rich web content such as Adobe Flash or HTML 5 or simply
getting the full interactive experience of Microsoft Office (PowerPoint, Excel, Word).
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Flowchart of steps
This document takes you through the simple steps to complete a GPU sharing lab, including
creating the vGPU, creating vGPU-enabled machines and delivering them to XenDesktop users.
The high-level steps are outlined as follows:

The flowchart describes the following steps required to complete this evaluation:
[XenServer operations]
• Start with a fresh XenServer 6.2 installation on a GRID supported hardware. Install Service Pack 1.
• Download the NVIDIA GRID vGPU Pack and unzip the contents; install NVIDIA GRID manager in
the hypervisor from XenServer command line.
[XenCenter operations]
• Create a Windows 7 or 8.1 VM (this will be the base image).
• From the XenCenter® GUI, assign a virtual GPU profile to the base image.
[Windows VM operations]
• In the GPU-enabled Windows desktop VM:
-- Install NVIDIA GPU guest OS driver (available in the NVIDIA GRID vGPU Pack).
-- Install XenServer Tools.
-- Install Citrix HDX™ 3D Pro Virtual Desktop Agent.
• Install the required graphical applications on the base image.

citrix.com
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[XenDesktop Studio operations]
• Create a machine catalog using Machine Creation Services to provision new VMs based on the
GPU-enabled base image.
• Create delivery group, assign users and publish the desktops.
[Endpoint/Client operations]
• Access virtual desktops using Citrix Receiver. No GPU is required on the endpoint devices
• Validate GPU sharing by multiple desktops using monitoring tools.
Prerequisites
Go to Control Panel → Add/Remove Programs and ensure the following components are
updated on your target virtual machine before you begin the 3D optimization process.
Tools and applications
Hypervisor tools

Latest XenServer tools

Windows applications

Adobe Flash Player; Adobe Reader
Java Plugin
Microsoft .NET Framework 4

GPU performance and statistics

Find a list of sample utilities in Appendix

3D apps to evaluate the technology

Find a list of sample apps in Appendix

XenServer installation and vGPU hotfixes
• XenServer 6.2.0 is available from http://www.citrix.com/downloads/xenserver
Customers will need to install the XenServer 6.2.0 Base Installation ISO and XenCenter 6.2.0
Windows Management Console. Refer to the XenServer 6.2.0 Quick Start Guide for
comprehensive details on installation at http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX137827
• Install XenServer 6.2.0 Service Pack 1; this contains all publicly released hotfixes and the 3D
graphics pack

• Reboot your host

citrix.com
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NVIDIA GRID driver installation on XenServer host
See http://www.citrix.com/go/vGPU for complete documentation for this feature.
The NVIDIA Virtual GPU Manager runs in the XenServer dom0. It is provided as an RPM file,
which must be copied to the XenServer dom0 and then installed.
Steps for installing the NVIDIA GRID GPU driver for XenServer 6.2 hypervisor environment:
• Download the NVIDIA GRID vGPU Pack and extract the contents; it is available at
http://www.nvidia.com/vGPU.

• Upload the NVIDIA driver to /tmp directory on the XenServer host using a tool such
as WinSCP.
• Place the XenServer host into maintenance mode.
• Log in as root to the XenServer console through SSH.
• Reboot XenServer.
[root@xs-6 tmp]# reboot
Broadcast message from root (pts/3) (Wed Dec 4 17:34:23 2013):
The system is going down for reboot NOW!
[root@xs-6 tmp]#

citrix.com
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• Once the host is back online, execute the following command to install the NVIDIA GRID
GPU driver in the hypervisor:
[root@xs-6 ~]# rpm -ivh /tmp/ NVIDIA-vgx-xenserver-6.2-331.30.i386.rpm
Preparing...
###########################################
[100%]
1:NVIDIA-vgx-xenserver
###########################################
[100%]
• Verify if the kernel module has loaded successfully using following command:
[root@xs-6 ~]# lsmod | grep nvidia
nvidia
8524078 0
i2c_core
20294 1 nvidia
• Optionally, restart the XenServer toolstack using the command xe-toolstack-restart. For
more info on the xapi toolstack, refer the edocs.
[root@xs-6 ~]# xe-toolstack-restart
Executing xe-toolstack-restart
Stopping xapi: ...
Stopping the v6 licensing daemon:
Stopping the memory ballooning daemon:
Stopping perfmon:
Stopping the xenopsd daemon:
Stopping XCP RRDD plugin xcp-rrdd-iostat:
Stopping XCP RRDD plugin xcp-rrdd-squeezed:
Stopping XCP RRDD plugin xcp-rrdd-xenpm:
Stopping the XCP RRDD daemon:
Stopping the XCP networking daemon:
Stopping the fork/exec daemon:
Stopping the multipath alerting daemon:
Starting the multipath alerting daemon:
Starting the fork/exec daemon:
Starting the XCP networking daemon: .
Starting the XCP RRDD daemon:
Starting XCP RRDD plugin xcp-rrdd-iostat:
Starting XCP RRDD plugin xcp-rrdd-squeezed:
Starting XCP RRDD plugin xcp-rrdd-xenpm:
Starting the xenopsd daemon:
Starting perfmon:
Starting the memory ballooning daemon:
Starting the v6 licensing daemon:
Starting xapi: OK
done.
[root@xs-6 ~]#
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• Verify the vGPU types are showing up after the driver installation using the command
vgpu-type-list.
[root@xs-6 ~]# xe vgpu-type-list
uuid ( RO)
: ad32125b-e5b6-2894-9d16-1809f032c5bb
		
vendor-name ( RO): NVIDIA Corporation
model-name ( RO): GRID K100
framebuffer-size ( RO): 268435456
uuid ( RO)
: ee22b661-4aa0-e6e6-5876-e316c3ea09fe
vendor-name ( RO): NVIDIA Corporation
model-name ( RO): GRID K140Q
framebuffer-size ( RO): 1006632960
uuid ( RO)
: 2025cc3e-c869-ef44-2757-a1994cc77c8e
vendor-name ( RO):
model-name ( RO): passthrough
framebuffer-size ( RO): 0

• Exit XenServer maintenance mode.

citrix.com
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XenCenter: new user interface for GPU tasks
This section walks through some features of the new graphical user interface (GUI) introduced in
Citrix XenCenter for easy configuration and management of HDX 3D Pro with vGPU.
Screen Capture

Instruction

VM-level settings
vGPU assigned either during VM
creation or later
GPU type listed under VM Settings →
GPU → GPU type.

NOTE: If appropriate hardware is not
available for the selected vGPU type,
the VM will not start.

NEW: Host-level GPU tab showing
the following settings:
• Placement policy
• Allowed vGPU types

Allowed vGPU types:
•
•
•
•
•

citrix.com
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GPU placement policy
• Maximum density (default)
• Maximum performance
vGPU types (profiles)
Select vGPU types that are allowed
on these GPUs.
As the vGPUs are assigned, the GPU
tab on the host shows their
placement on the physical GPU.
Here, GPU type K240Q was selected
for a single VM or base image.

Later, once multiple VMs are created
using MCS, it shows GPU type K240Q
populated and assigned.

Host-level GPU performance tab
and graph
On first use, add the New Graph
(GPU Performance) under the
Performance tab in XenCenter host.

Here, the GPU performance graph
shows the graphs for GPU0.

citrix.com
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Create the Windows 7 base image
• Using XenCenter, create a VM. To do this, select New VM on the toolbar. Work through the
New VM Wizard.
• Choose the installation media, home server, CPU, memory, storage and networking.
• NEW: On GPU-enabled hosts, an option to assign a virtual GPU is presented.

• On the Finish screen, you may select the check box to Start the new VM automatically.
Select Create Now, and boot the VM after it is created.

• When viewing the VM console in XenCenter, the VM should initially boot to a standard Windows
7 desktop in VGA mode at 800 x 600 resolution.

citrix.com
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Display drivers installation on Windows 7 VM

Under Product Series, download the
NVIDIA GRID vGPU driver from
http://www.nvidia.com/vgpu.
Unzip the driver pack and copy the
32- or 64-bit NVIDIA Windows driver
to the VM, and run setup.exe.

BEFORE driver installation:
When viewing the VM console in
XenCenter, the VM should initially
boot to a standard Windows 7
desktop in VGA mode at 800x600
resolution.
Display adapter before NVIDIA driver installed on VM

AFTER driver installation:
Follow the wizard steps to install the
display driver. In the device manager,
standard driver is replaced by the
appropriate NVIDIA driver.
Display adapter after NVIDIA driver installed on VM

citrix.com
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To verify that the NVIDIA driver is
running, right-click on the desktop
and select NVIDIA Control Panel.
In the NVIDIA Control Panel, select
System Information.
This will show the virtual GPU in use
by the VM, its capabilities and the
NVIDIA driver version in use.

Once the NVIDIA driver install
is complete:
In the XenCenter console, select
the VM in the Resources pane,
right-click, and then click Install
XenServer Tools on the shortcut
menu.
Note: Optimized networking and
storage drivers provided by the
XenServer tools enable remote
graphics applications running on
GRID vGPU to deliver maximum
performance.
Once the tools are installed and the
VM is rebooted:
Insert the XenDesktop 7.6 installation
media in the VM and launch the
Virtual Delivery Agent Wizard.
Select Yes, install the VDA for HDX
3D Pro and complete the install.

citrix.com
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Setting up XenDesktop core
infrastructure:
See the Reviewer’s Guide for
XenDesktop 7.6 for step-by-step
instructions on setting up Studio,
Director, StoreFront, machine
catalogs, delivery groups and so on
Download the XenDesktop
reviewer’s guide from here.
For more details, please see the
Administrator’s Guide.

citrix.com
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Provisioning virtual desktops
In XenDesktop 7.6, GPU-enabled VMs running on XenServer are provisioned using Machine
Creation Services just like any other VM. Please see XenServer release notes for more information
and known issues.
Citrix Studio: Setting up the Host
Screen Capture

Instruction

Under the host settings in Studio,
there is a new option to select GPU
type for that connection.
Hosting → Add Connection and
Resources → Resources
Select the appropriate vGPU type
from the dropdown menu.
Important: Make sure the selection
matches the hardware and vGPU
setting for the base image VM.

Citrix Studio: creation of a machine catalog
These instructions will help you create and configure the machine catalog and delivery group:
Screen Capture

Instruction

Access the XenDesktop delivery
controller with domain administrator
credentials and Launch Citrix Studio.
From the left panel in the
management console, under
Citrix Studio:
Right-click Machine Catalogs.
Select Create Machine Catalog.

citrix.com
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Select Windows Desktop OS.
Click Next.

Select Virtual machines option.
Select Machine Creation Services
(MCS) as the provisioning
technology.
Click Next.

Select I want users to connect to a
new (random) desktop each time
they log on.
Click Next.

On the Master Image screen, keep
the mouse cursor on the information
icon, which will show you the vGPU
Memory in the master image
compute information. This indicates
you have a valid master image
enabled for the vGPU.
Select the correct base image and
click Next.

citrix.com
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Select the number of VMs you wish
to create (for the initial test, we create
2 VMs).
Leave everything as default and
click Next.

Select an OU to place the newly
created VMs or leave the Default OU
in place.
Provide a naming scheme for the
new machines, say GPUVM-##.

Enter a name for the machine
catalog and click Finish.

citrix.com
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Desktop Studio: Creation of Delivery Groups
Screen Capture

Instruction

In XenDesktop Studio, from the left
panel in the management console,
Right-click Delivery Groups.
Select Create Delivery Group.

Add the number of machines that
you want from the machine catalog
to the delivery group. For this review
we add all.
Click on the ‘+’ button to add
machines from the machine
catalog selected.
Click Next.

On the Delivery Type tab, select
Desktops for VDI use case.
Click Next.

citrix.com
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Click Add users… and add the
appropriate AD user group.
Click Next.

Leave StoreFront settings at Default.
Click Next.

In the Summary tab, enter an unique
Delivery Group name and Display
name.
Click Finish.
See the Appendix for some common
errors associated with provisioning of
GPU-enabled VMs.

citrix.com
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Desktop Studio: power management
Once the delivery group is created, we turn off default Power Management settings for the
purposes of this evaluation. This will ensure your VMs are always available and not shut down
depending on time of day. Below is the screenshot of before and after the change.
Default power management for a delivery
group

Custom power management (VMs available
on all days)

VMs are powered down during non-peak
hours, by default.

Selected all 24 hours as peak in the timeline
for both weekday and weekend.

citrix.com
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Using Citrix Receiver to access vGPU-enabled desktops and apps
This section shows the users launching 3D applications from XenDesktop 7.6 published desktops
(VDI) using Citrix Receiver on the endpoint devices. A standard Windows 7 laptop with 4GB RAM or
more is the recommended endpoint for this testing.
HDX 3D Pro supports a number of thin clients, mobile devices and fat clients.
See Citrix.com for details.

Sample 3D applications used

HTML5 demos such as Peacekeeper and Fishbowl
Autocad Cadalyst
Adobe Photoshop
eDrawings,
Red Turbine demo
Unigine Heaven benchmark

Monitoring tools used

NVIDIA-SMI
Process Explorer with GPU monitoring enabled

Number of shared VDI per GRID card

Up to 16 (tier 1 and 2); up to 32 (tier 3)

GPU card

GRID K1 with K140Q, K120Q profile
GRID K2 with K260Q , K220Q, or K240Q profile

NOTE: These are NOT results of a performance test; the screenshots and values are merely indicative.

Launch desktops and applications on a Windows client
Citrix Receiver is the unified client to access applications and desktops published in XenDesktop
(and XenApp). Users connect to StoreFront, a Citrix web portal, with a domain user account having
permissions to access those applications and desktops.
Screen Capture

Instruction

On a client machine, Windows 7 in
this case, open a browser and go to
the default Storefront URL.
http://<XenDesktop_IP_or_FQDN>/
Citrix/StoreWeb.

citrix.com
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If Citrix Receiver is not already
installed on the client, you are
prompted to install it. Accept the
EULA, click Install and follow the
installation process.
Return to the login page once it is
installed.

Log in using valid domain user
credentials.
Based on user permission in the
delivery group, you will see the
desktops listed under the Desktops
section.
Toggle between Apps and Desktops
from the tab control at the bottom.

Desktops
Click on the GPU-accelerated VDI
delivery group that we created in an
earlier step.
The green dot indicates a desktop
is being prepared for you from
the pool.

The Desktop Viewer window pops
up. Citrix Receiver will initiate a
connection to one of the virtual
desktops.

citrix.com
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Launch the sample 3D apps, which
you installed on the base VM earlier,
from the virtual desktop.
In this example, we start Unigine
Heaven (a benchmark tool).

On the Unigine settings page, it is
advisable to start with a lower
resolution (say, 1024 X 576) to
validate the system.
Remember to deselect Full Screen.
If everything works fine, scale up to
see the best performance your
system can support.
You can select DirectX9, DirectX11
or OpenGL.

The XenDesktop 7 virtual desktop is
running DirectX9 3D benchmark
Unigine Heaven on XenServer
powered with NVIDIA GRID K1 GPU.
The top right corner of this tool
shows the real-time frame per
second (FPS) rate.
Sample Screenshot

citrix.com
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The XenDesktop 7 virtual desktop is
running DirectX11 3D benchmark
Unigine Heaven on XenServer
powered with NVIDIA GRID K1 GPU.
It is accessed using Citrix Receiver
11.8 for MacOS.
Sample Screenshot

The XenDesktop 7 virtual desktop is
running OpenGL 3D Benchmark
Unigine Heaven on XenServer
powered with NVIDIA GRID K1 GPU.
It is accessed using Citrix Receiver
11.8 for MacOS across a 100ms WAN.
Sample Screenshot

Citrix HDX 3D Pro supports
graphics acceleration for published
applications.
The details are not in the scope of
this guide.

If you wish to get instructions for
delivering GPU-enabled applications
from XenApp (Server OS), please
download the Reviewer’s Guide for
HDX 3D Pro – GPU Pass-through
from the Tech Info page, or here

citrix.com
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More tools to validate that GPU is being shared by the virtual desktops
The following applications are examples we’ve used to demo GPU sharing with XenDesktop. They
are not suitable for a complete proof of concept, but help validate the initial settings in the lab.
Not all the apps are relevant for every vGPU configuration, and performance will vary significantly
based on your hardware configuration and graphic workload.
Please work with your Citrix representative to conduct formal proof of concept testing following
the best-practices for fine-tuning per the requirements of your organization.
Tips and tricks in this section are courtesy of NVIDIA Technical Marketing.
NOTE: These are NOT results of a performance test; the screenshots and values are merely indicative.
WebGL demos
Advanced web APIs, such as WebGL, now allow immersive delivery of enhanced content, rich
video, 3D graphics and dynamic content. GRID vGPU allows end users to experience the full range
of WebGL features directly within their web browser. Increasingly, we can expect to see
productivity tools and even full-featured applications delivered completely over the Internet via
WebGL and accelerated using GPU resources.
Skin-rendering demo (WebGL)
The WebGL skin-rendering demo shows how WebGL can be used to create a highly realistic
representation of the human head. The demo uses a highly realistic lighting and shadowing
model. Start Chrome and open the following web address: http://alteredqualia.com/three/
examples/webgl_materials_skin.html.
Clicking in the browser window and moving your mouse will cause the model to move in
response. The movement should be smooth and fluid.

citrix.com
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Autodesk AutoCAD 2014
CADALYST Benchmark Test
Autodesk AutoCAD 2014 is the most popular CAD application in the world; it can be used to
generate simple 2D floor plans or design million-dollar skyscrapers. The CADALYST benchmark
was created by CADALYST magazine to generate performance data using a variety of workflows.
Prerequisites
Install the 30-day free trial of AutoCAD 2014 from http://www.autodesk.com/products/
autodesk-autocad/free-trial. Then download the CADALYST 2012 benchmark from http://www.
cadalyst.com/benchmark-test (link is called C2012.ZIP). Extract the Cadalyst_C2012_v5.4.ZIP file
and find the folder c2012_v5.4 within. Copy the C2012_v5.4 to a location on the root drive of the
VM (C:\C2012_v5.4).
Setup
Create a copy of the AutoCAD 2014 shortcut on the desktop. Right-click on the shortcut and
select properties. Change the “Start in:” location to the CADALYST test location (C:\2012_v5.4).

Open AutoCAD 2014 using the newly
created shortcut. Dismiss any dialog boxes that appear on opening. Type the following command:
3DCONFIG
Uncheck Adaptive Degradation and click the Manual Tune button. Verify that Enable Hardware
Acceleration is checked. Set Number of tessellations to cache to 10. Close all open dialogs.

citrix.com
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Type the following: TRUSTEDPATHS
When prompted to enter a value input c:\c2012_v5.4
Testing
Type the following: APPLOAD Navigate to the C:\C2012_v5.4 directory, select C2012_go and click
the load button. Then click close.
At this point, the benchmark UI should appear. You can fill in the system configuration if you
desire; it’s entirely optional. Leave the default values selected and click OK. The test will now run.
Avoid moving the mouse during the test run. Allow the test to complete (in some cases, the test
may appear to have frozen. Give it time and it should complete).

citrix.com
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Once the test is completed, the benchmark results will be shown in the viewport.

Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Photoshop is the world’s leading image editing application. Recent versions of Photoshop
Adobe have added more support for GPU acceleration in core application functionality. Key
dynamic canvas functions such as scrubby zoom, canvas rotation, flick panning and birds-eye
zoom all require GPU acceleration. Additionally, artistic filters such as the accelerated oil painting
effect will not function without a GPU with full OpenGL capability.
Prerequisites
Install either Adobe CS6 or Adobe CC. You can use the 30-day trial versions available at:
https://creative.adobe.com/products/photoshop?promoid=KHTUU.
Testing
On the vGPU-enabled Citrix HDX 3D Pro VM, launch Photoshop and open an image for editing.
(Sample Images can be found in the My Pictures folder).
Select Edit from the Menu and click on Preferences → Performance. Under the Graphics
Processor Settings, verify that Use Graphics Processor is checked. Close the dialog.
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With an image open, press the “r” key to activate the canvas rotation feature. Pressing the left
mouse button (LMB) reveals the compass overlay and allows you to dynamically rotate the
drawing canvas.

Click the Reset View button near the menu bar.
Now press the “z” key to activate zoom mode. On the vGPU-enabled system you can now press
the LMB and move the mouse from side to side to smoothly zoom into and out of the image. In a
system without hardware GPU acceleration (for example, VMware vSGA or Microsoft RemoteFX),
the zoom will only be able to move in predefined increments when clicking in the viewport.
Some other features that are unavailable in virtual desktops without hardware-accelerated GPU:
• Range of 3D Features: Select 3D from the menu
• Canvas Features: Dynamic Rotation, Dynamic Zoom, Scrubby Zoom, Birds-Eye View,
Flick Panning
• Filters and Effects: 3D functionality, Oil Painting Filter, Adaptive Wide Angle
Features offering enhanced functionality with GPU acceleration: Blur Gallery, Puppet Warp,
Liquify, Crop Tool, Eye Dropper, Brush Preview function
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Figure 3. Brush Preview using GPU acceleration, top, and not using it, bottom

Windows Experience Index
The Windows Experience Index (WEI) is a performance score available in Windows 7 and 8 that
characterizes overall system performance by profiling various hardware performance areas within
a system. The areas tested are: processor, memory, 2D graphics, 3D graphics and disk. The base
score is defined using a “weakest link” approach, where the final result is determined by the result
of the lowest subtest score.
Prerequisites
In some cases, WEI may fail to complete, stating a failure in running the memory test. This occurs
on systems with an L3 cache larger than 16MB and results in a buffer allocation failure. This is a
known issue and you’ll have to install the Microsoft hotfix to continue. You can request the hotfix
from: http://support.microsoft.com/hotfix/KBHotfix.aspx?kbnum=2619497&kbln=en-us. The
hotfix download will be emailed to you once you provide a valid email account.
Testing
Where can you find WEI?
Click START → Control Panel → (search for) “Performance” → under Performance Information
and Tools, and click on Check the Windows Experience Index.
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If your system is unrated, there will be no information in the WMI area, and you will have to click
on Rate this computer.

If the system already has a score, click on “Re-run the assessment” to make sure the results are up
to date.

Viewperf 11
Viewperf 11 is an industry standard benchmark created by the SPEC group. The purpose of
Viewperf is to measure graphics performance using high-end workstation applications. The
benchmark test contains OpenGL traces from the actual applications as they perform various
workloads. This allows the benchmark to test the actual drawing calls made by the application
without having to install the actual applications, some of which can be complicated to install,
license, configure and run.
Each application section in the Viewperf test returns a single score, which is a geomean of the
individual sub-tests for each application section. Viewperf is useful to determine the appropriate
Quadro-based vGPU profile (GRID K140Q, K240Q and K260Q) for your requirement, because it is
designed to estimate workstation quality graphics performance.
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Testing
Download the SPEC Viewperf 11 benchmark test from the SPEC website: http://www.spec.
org/gwpg/downloadindex.html. Install the benchmark. Run the benchmark by launching it
from the Start menu. Run the benchmark with the default settings by clicking the Run
Benchmark button in the test UI. When complete, the test will display a webpage with the
results.
Four VDI sessions running ViewPerf, a benchmarking utility. With four concurrent Windows7
virtual desktops running on vGPU K140Q configured with 1 GB video RAM, we get the
following FPS values.
Table head

w7k140q1

Viewset(App)
catia-03

w7k140q2

w7k140q3

w7k140q4

Composite (FPS)
8.25

6.39

5.86

7.5

5.26

4.67

5.13

21.85

21.84

22.08

21.07

maya-03

5.24

5.22

4.44

6.19

proe-05

4.24

4.02

3.85

5.21

sw-02

16.37

16.63

16.43

16.93

ensight-04
lightwave-01

6.08

tcvis-02

7.03

7.71

8.59

7.04

snx-01

8.86

8.59

9.15

8.31

Sample Values – Does Not Represent Actual Performance
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NVIDIA System Management Interface
The NVIDIA System Management Interface (called “nvidia-smi”) is a command line utility based on
top of the NVIDIA Management Library (NVML). It is intended to aid in the management and
monitoring of NVIDIA GPU devices. It is available from the command prompt of the Windows
desktop with NVIDIA drivers installed.
Nvidia-smi allows administrators to query GPU state, GPU utilization statistics, GPU UUID and
other information.
For more details, please refer to the nvidia-smi documentation.
TechPowerUp GPU-Z
GPU-Z is an open source, lightweight system utility designed to provide vital information about
your video card and graphics processor. From within the VM, use TechPowerUp GPU-Z to easily
verify that the NVIDIA GRID card is installed and recognized as a known device by your hypervisor
and guest OS.
The Graphics Card tab shows detailed information about the GPU card such as:
• Make and model/version
• Memory and Processor specifications
The Sensors tab shows the real-time GPU utilization in terms of memory and processing power
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Conclusion
This concludes your evaluation of the vGPU hardware-accelerated graphics in Citrix XenDesktop 7.6.
Through this process, we set up a GRID-compatible server with GRID K1/K2 cards from NVIDIA.
Then we configured the Citrix XenServer 6.2 hypervisor with the 3D graphics packs in Service Pack
1 to enable the vGPU feature. Once that was done, we created a basic deployment of XenDesktop
7.6. Using Citrix Studio, we provisioned multiple vGPU-enabled desktops to share the same
physical GRID GPU. Finally, we saw a few sample 3D apps and GPU utilities to help us validate that
GPU sharing on XenDesktop is indeed working successfully.
Note that this is a simplified guide using a narrow scope of work. It is intended for a quick
evaluation of the product features. For more advanced use cases and a deep-dive into the new
features, please visit www.citrix.com/go/vGPU to find comprehensive documentation.
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Appendix
Common errors and missteps
Here are some missteps that we encountered during our own review. They are intended as tips for
the reader, rather than an exhaustive list of errors or their supported solutions. Please refer to
eDocs and release notes for detailed information on errors and known issues.
Screen Capture

Instruction

Configuration mismatch
Error Message: This Master Image has
a GPU. It cannot be used with the
selected resource because this
resource doesn’t have GPU
configured. Select a snapshot of this
Master Image, which could be
compatible with the GPU.
Probable causes:
• vGPU profile mismatch of master
image and hosting configuration
settings. For instance, master
image built with K240Q and selected K260Q under Add Connection
and Resources → Resources
• Incompatibility between the builds
for XenServer, NVIDIA vGPU GRID
Manager and XenDesktop.

Don’t exceed GPU capacity
When trying to start a vGPU-enabled
VM on a pool where the required
vGPU type cannot be allocated, the
following error message is displayed:
"vGPU type is not compatible with
one or more of the vGPU types
currently running on this pGPU". The
message should be interpreted as:
"There is no available GPU capacity to
start this VM."
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For instance, if you attempt to create
12 VMs with a K240Q profile that
supports a maximum of 8 VMs, the
VM’s may get created, but only 8 will
be powered on and registered. The
remaining will be off and/or
unregistered.
Error: “Image Preparation Finalization
Failed” at the end of machine catalog
creation.
Probable cause:
Do not Sysprep before shutting down
the vGPU-enabled base image.
Workaround:
Power on the VM and run through
the first-run settings. Shut down and
take a snapshot. Then try creating the
machine catalog with this snapshot
as base.
Benchmarking
When benchmark and performance
are more important than image
quality, you may need to force vertical
sync (vSync) OFF in the NVIDIA
Control Panel.
vSync locks the frame-rendering rate
to the monitor refresh rate. This
improves image quality.
Missing GPU screens in
XenCenter GUI
Probable Cause:
An older version of XenCenter 6.2
Workaround:
Upgrade to the latest build (1377
and above) that contains a user
interface for GPU performance and
configuration.
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Links to 3D applications and GPU benchmark tools
Note: These utilities are found on the Internet and not provided by Citrix. Citrix does not
guarantee or support use of these tools. For a comprehensive proof of concept, please
contact your Citrix representative.
Excellent blog with a BIG list of HDX 3D Pro testing and benchmarking tools, by
Ronald Grass.
Third-party tools

URLs

GPU Shark

GPU Shark, shows real-time GPU utilization by applications, download
here

GPU-Z

GPU –Z, shows GPU hardware/software info, validates GPU usage,
download here

3DMark

Tool to benchmark Games, download: location1 or location2

Geeks3D

Geeks3D homepage
Furmark 1.11 download here
Microsoft Process Explorer, download here
Tessmark download here, focused on GPU Tessellation
PhysX FluidMark download here, fluid simulation benchmark based on
NVIDIA PhysX engine
GeeXLab, download here, is a tool for quick coding and prototyping of
real time 3D scenes

Aquamark

Tool for DirectX 7/8/9 benchmarks, download here

Lightsmark

http://dee.cz/lightsmark/

Third-party tools

URLs

Unigine

http://unigine.com/products/heaven/download/

Google Earth

http://www.google.com/earth

eDrawings

http://www.edrawingsviewer.com/ed/edrawings-samples.htm

Adobe Photoshop (trial)

https://creative.adobe.com/products/photoshop?promoid=KHTUU

Autodesk Inventor

http://www.autodesk.com/inventor

Cadalyst

http://www.cadalyst.com/benchmark-test

Autodesk Autocad

http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-autocad/free-trial

WebGL Demo

http://alteredqualia.com/three/examples/webgl_materials_skin.html

Redway3D Turbine demo

http://www.redway3d.com/news/news290609.php
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Technical and training material on HDX 3D Pro
• HDX 3D Pro Resource page on Citrix.com
http://www.citrix.com/products/xendesktop/features/high-def-experience/hdx-3d-pro.html

• Administrator’s Guide for XenDesktop 7.6
http://support.citrix.com/proddocs/topic/xenapp-xendesktop/xad-xenapp-xendesktop-76-landing.html

• Administrator’s Guide for XenServer 6.2
http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX137828

• Reviewer’s Guide for XenDesktop 7.6
http://www.citrix.com/content/dam/citrix/en_us/documents/products-solutions/xendesktop-reviewers-guide.pdf

• List of HDX 3D Pro benchmarking tools
http://blogs.citrix.com/2014/08/13/ citrix-hdx-the-big-list-of-graphical-benchmarks-tools-and-demos/

• Lessons from the field: Tips on optimizing HDX 3D Pro performance
http://blogs.citrix.com/2014/05/06/optimising-the-performance-of-hdx-3d-pro-lessons-from-the-field-2/

• Technical Blogs on HDX 3D Pro
http://blogs.citrix.com/tag/hdx-3d-pro/

• Feedback and comments to the author, Mayunk Jain
-- Blog: http://blogs.citrix.com/author/mayunkj/
-- Twitter: @mayunkj
-- Email: Mayunk.jain@citrix.com
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